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A virtual directory is usually a somewhat new technology utilized by organizations at present using
the goal of eliminating the require for separate directory service or modifying corporate directory to
those applications which might be identity enabled. With this sort of technology integrated in your
current AD infrastructure, the application is produced capable of keeping directory data locally and
at the same time creating policy and authorization choices depending on the stored identities in the
AD or any other enterprise directory.

Employing this technology, there is a greater chance for the development expenses to be reduced
and to make customer support a lot easier by developing capabilities of identity management as a
component of application, providing out of the box integration with any directory. Apart from that
buyers are in a position to save dollars and time as they do not ought to deploy and manage a
different directory service. This also avoids political policies and regulations which can be involved
when attempting to perform some modifications to enterprise directory which supports single
application.

With its numerous advantages and possibilities, it is not tricky to determine why you will discover a
lot of providers and vendors available offering a virtual directory server to cater towards the primary
requires faced by most organizations currently. Nonetheless, the services they offer are one of a
kind and you can find some essential recommendations that really should be followed in picking out
a virtual directory service. The technologies really should be capable of reducing complexities in
consolidating and unifying information. Moreover, it ought to have the ability of enhancing present
infrastructures of Active Directory.

A good virtual directory service can also be one particular that provides ease in installation and
update. Fast installation enables you to save considerable amount of time and automated health
verify ensures the new upgrade is accomplished in a smooth, seamless fashion. When talking about
efficiency, the virtual directory can speed improvements to assist organizations import greater
quantity of information quick. The virtual directory must also supply your databases and directories
with security. It might do so because it comes with LDAP proxy capability that keeps LDAP
directories and databases safe against any unauthorized access and adjustments.
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